Q1. Answer with reference to context:

a.) “The postman says that for years she has been doing it, and there is nobody who writes to her. Is it true that she has no relations in this world, uncle?”

i.) Who is the speaker?

ii.) Who is ‘she’ in the above lines?

iii.) What has she been doing for years?

b.) “Sekhar could not sleep that night. He looked out of the window at Didi’s home.....”

i.) Why could Sekhar not sleep that night?

ii.) What did he decide to do?

Q2.) Answer the following questions briefly:

a.) Who is Wolf?

b.) Why was Sekhar sure that the letterbox will no longer be empty?

Q3.) Answer the following questions:

a.) What all activities did Didi and Sekhar get involved in, together?

b.) Who was Jaya Sen? What do you gather about her from the story?

c.) How did Didi and Sekhar become friends?

Q4.) Choose the correct option from the following:

1. What was Didi’s parting gift to Sekhar-
   a. The Selfish Giant by Oscar Wilde
   b. a letter
   c. a guitar